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Abstract 
Engine performances are correlated to the overall fluid dynamic characteristics of the injection system that, in turns, are strictly 
correlated to the fluid dynamic performance of the injector geometry. It is particularly true for actual GDI and Diesel engines 
where micro-orifice configurations are associated to very high injection pressure. 
In relation to the Common Rail Diesel engines, over the last decade different injector hole shapes have been tested. Actually, the 
most used configurations are: cylindrical, k, and ks. In this paper, the performance of all these three injector hole shapes are 
evaluated in order to find out the influence of orifice conicity and hydro-grinding level on the main fluid dynamic characteristics 
like cavitation evolution inside the injector as well as the flow properties at nozzle exit. The fluid dynamic behavior of each 
considered hole is evaluated over the injection time by performing a fully transient CFD multiphase simulation (i.e. the needle 
motion is reproduced during the simulation). By the proposed simulation methodology, the evaluation of the cavitating flow 
evolution inside the injector is performed not only from the point of view of the overall spray characteristics emerging from the 
injector holes but also from the cavitation erosion risk over needle, nozzle, and hole internal surfaces. 
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1. Introduction 
In modern Diesel engines, the combustion efficiency is strongly correlated to the spray behaviour. In turns, as 
showed by many studies [1-9] the main spray characteristics (atomization, penetration, and droplet diameter 
distribution) can be strongly correlated to injector operating conditions and injector geometric layout. 
Focusing the attention on the injector geometric layout, one of the most interesting research field has regarded the 
injector hole shape influence on the Diesel spray characteristics. From this point of view, during the last years many 
Diesel injector manufacturing companies have switched from the classic cylindrical injector hole shape (Figure 1-a) 
to the so called k-hole layout (Figure 1-b) characterized by a progressively reduction of the hole cross-sectional area 
between inlet and outlet sections. The main spray characteristics distinguishing the k-hole to the cylindrical-hole can 
be summarized as follow: 
• Improved spray stability thanks to the reduced cavitation intensity over the hole length 
• Reduced spray cone angle 
• Large jet penetration 
• Reduced injection rate due to the reduced injector hole exit area 
Because of the Diesel injector tendency in working under cavitating conditions (micro-orifices in conjunction to 
very high injection pressures), the correlation between the k-hole shape and cavitation evolution inside the hole itself 
attracted many research studies. Benajes et al. [10] and Payri et al. [11] performed experimental comparisons 
between cylindrical and conical nozzle holes finding, for the k-hole, a noticeable reduction of the injector cavitation 
tendency. Experimentally, it was underlined by the proportionality between the injector mass flow rate and the 
pressure drop over the injector operating field. The main reason of the different cavitation evolution between 
cylindrical and k holes was traced back to the capacity of the k-hole to promote the re-condensation of the vapour 
bubble eventually generated at hole entrance (flow detachment condition) before the hole outlet section. It helps to 
reduce the stochastic perturbation promoted on the liquid jet surface by the vapour bubble collapse and therefore to 
improve the spray stability. 
A further evolution of the k-hole is represented by the ks-hole (from German “Konisch Strömungsoptimiert”). In 
the ks-hole the conical hole shape is associated to a huge rounded edge at hole entrance (Figure 1-c) obtained by a 
specifically designed hydro-grading (HG) process. The ks-hole design was studied to fulfill the following targets: 
• To increase the pressure/velocity conversion efficiency [12] 
• To reduce the vapor generation at hole entrance by a reduction of the flow separation 
• To improve the k-hole benefit in reducing the Soot-NOx trade-off and the coked matter adhesion [1] 
Both k-hole and ks-hole are classified by the so called k-factor parameter defined as: 
݇ െ ݂ܽܿݐ݋ݎ ൌ ௗ೔೙ିௗ೚ೠ೟ଵ଴  (1) 
where din and dout are inlet and outlet hole diameters respectively. For automotive applications, the k-factor is 
usually bounded between 1.1 and 2. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1. Comparison between cylindrical (a), k-hole (b), and ks-hole (c) overall shapes. 
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2. Paper target and originality 
The main motivation of the present work resides in the lack of data available in literature about the detailed 
comparison of the fluid dynamic performance characterizing the cylindrical, k, and ks injector hole geometries. To 
fill this lack, for each of the identified hole configuration a fully transient multiphase 3D-CFD simulation was 
performed in order to evaluate the holes fluid dynamic performances under identical operating conditions. All the 
considered hole geometries were installed on the same injector body. 
As far as the structure of the paper is concerned, it is divided into three main sections. Firstly, the considered 
nozzle geometries are presented. Secondly, the adopted 3D-CFD simulation methodology is discussed in detail. 
Finally, the numerical results in terms of main fluid dynamic characteristics obtained for each injector are presented 
and compared each other. 
3. Considered injector hole layouts 
In Table 1 the main geometrical characteristics of the three considered hole layouts are compared. All the three 
injector holes were identically referred to the same Bosch CRIP-1 injector body characterized, in its standard 
configurations, by the data summarized in Table 2. The cylindrical hole geometric characteristics summarized in 
Table 1 corresponds to the base Bosch CRIP-1 injector hole layout. This Bosch injector was chosen because it was 
extensively studied by the authors [2,3,13], therefore its geometry, operating conditions, and fluid dynamic 
performances are well known.  
About the ks-hole configuration considered in the present work, its real shape between the inlet/outlet sections 
was experimentally defined by the Werth Fiber Probe (WFP) machine. The WFP is mainly devoted to the 
measurements of extremely small geometries [14] thanks to the combined use of a probing element constituted by a 
glass-fiber with a melted spherical tip and an high-resolution CCD camera. During the measurement process the 
CCD camera captures picture sequences subsequently analyzed by an image processor to carry out the probe exact 
position [15]. In detail, for the ks-hole, three measurement sets (M1, M2, and M3) were performed to evaluate its 
axial diameter evolution. Each measurement set started at the injector hole outlet section (injector axial coordinate 
equal to 0) and ended at the hole inlet section. Figure 2 shows the ks-hole diameter evolutions recorded by the M1, 
M2, and M3 measurement sets. The authors refer to [16] for a complete description of the WFP machine and its 
application to the considered injector hole geometry. 
Table 1. Injector hole geometric characteristics. 
Hole layout  Cyindrical.* k ks 
k-factor [-] 0 1.3 1.3 
Hole inlet diam. [mm] 0.130 0.134 0.134 
Hole outlet diam. [mm] 0.130 0.121 0.121 
Hole length [mm] 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Inlet radius [μm] ~20 ~20 ~40 
*Base injector hole layout for the Bosch CRIP-1 injector. 
Table 2. Bosch CRIP-1 standard configuration. 
Injector hole k-factor [-] 0 
Total number of injector hole [-] 6 
Working pressure range [MPa] 14-16 
Flow @ 10MPa [cm3/30s] 425* 
*Without needle. 
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Fig. 2. Mean hole diameter evolutions recorded over the injector axis by the M1, M2, and M3 measurement sets. 
4. Methodology of the analysis 
All the simulations presented in this study were performed by using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) simulation approach [17]. The commercial Fluent v12 CFD software was considered for the analysis [18]. 
Exploiting the injector body symmetry, only a sixth of the real fluid dynamic volume was considered (Figure 3-a). 
To correctly reproduce the injector internal flow field, the CFD simulation methodology must satisfy two main 
criteria: 
• A fully transient simulation methodology has to be adopted. Therefore, the needle motion must be reproduced 
during the simulation 
• A specific multiphase approach has to be considered in order to simulate the liquid/vapor phase transition 
In the next paragraphs these two aspects will be discussed. 
4.1. Mesh motion technique 
The initial mesh was generated at a needle lift equal to 5μm (simulation time equal to 0s). The domain was 
discretized by a fully unstructured hexahedral approach taking particular attention to the mesh structure close to the 
hole entrance (Figure 3-b). 
Starting from the initial lift (5μm), during the simulation the needle was moved following the profile showed in 
Figure 4-a. To manage the change-in-shape of the computational domain the well-known layering approach was 
adopted [18]. On the basis of this method, the needle surface and the first four hexahedral layer attached to it were 
moved rigidly (Figure 4-b). This rigid motion produced the increment of the fifth cell layer height till a maximum 
value defined by the user. Over this maximum cell height value, an additional hexahedral cell layer was added just 
below the layering plane showed in Figure 4-b. During the needle closing phase the added cell layers were 
progressively collapsed to allow the needle to reach its initial position (5μm from the nozzle surface at seating 
zone). The choice to move the first four hexahedral cell layers attached to the needle surface rigidly together the 
needle itself was laid down the law to improve the near wall solution also on the needle moving wall. 
On the basis of the mesh motion set-up, during the simulation the mesh size was ranging from ~300000 cells at 
needle initial position to ~380000 cells at needle maximum lift. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Bosch CRIP-1 computational domain (a) and mesh structure close to the needle entrance (b). 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Needle lift profile (a) and schematic representation of the layering mesh motion strategy (b). 
4.2. Numerical set-up 
All the multiphase simulations were performed adopting a first order implicit transient formulation and a fixed 
time step (1e-6s).  
The VOF approach [18] was coupled to the Singhal et al. cavitation model [19,20] to manage the liquid/vapor 
transition. The Singhal cavitation model is based on the assumption of a perfect mixing between the liquid and the 
vapor phases and takes into account all first order effects of a multiphase flow as: phase change, bubble dynamics, 
turbulent pressure fluctuations, and non-condensable gases. 
The flow-wall interaction was managed by the non-equilibrium wall function based on a law of the wall for mean 
velocity sensitized to pressure gradients [18]. 
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To reproduce the turbulence effects on the mean flow the realizable k-ε turbulence model was considered [17]. 
Pressure, momentum, and volume fraction equations were discretized by using a second-order differencing 
schemes [17]. All the other equations were discretized adopting the first-order Up-Wind scheme [17]. 
4.3. Boundary conditions 
All the three injector layouts considered in the present work were evaluated by imposing the same operating 
conditions summarized in Table 3. 
On the inlet section a total pressure boundary condition was fixed while on the outlet hole section a static 
pressure value was imposed. 
The working fluid was represented as a single-component fuel having the same overall physical properties of the 
ISO-4113 [19] characterized by a saturation pressure equal to 2370Pa at the considered fuel temperature. This 
phase-change pressure threshold was corrected during the simulation by the Singhal cavitation model to take into 
account the effect of the turbulence-induced pressure fluctuations [19]. 
The fuel temperature variation inside the injector was considered negligible. Therefore, the nozzle flow was 
considered as isothermal. 
The initial values for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (഍) at Inlet/Outlet boundaries were 
set on the basis of the following equations: 
݇ ൌ ଷଶ ሺܷܫሻଶ  (2) 
ߝ ൌ ܥఓଷȀସ ௞
యȀమ
௟   (3) 
The turbulent intensity I was set to 5% while the turbulent integral length scale l was set to the 7% of the 
inlet/outlet section characteristic length [17]. 
The operating conditions investigated by the CFD simulations are summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3. Injector hole geometric characteristics. 
Parameter  Quantity 
Fuel [-] ISO-4113 
Fuel temperature [°C] 30 
Injection pressure [MPa] 20* 
Outlet pressure [MPa] 0* 
*
 Relative to atmospheric pressure. 
The multiphase simulation strategy presented in the previous pharagrahs was extensively validated against the 
experimental throttle-flow cases presented by Winklhofer et al. [22] concerning three quasi-2D geometries with the 
same length/thickness (1000μm/300μm) and different k-factors. For sake of brevity, the authors refer to [20] for a 
complete description of the simulation methodology validation. 
5. Result analysis 
The analysis of the cylindrical, k-hole, and ks-hole fluid dynamic performances were subdivided into two steps: 
• Firstly, the three considered hole geometries were compared in terms of their main fluid dynamic performances 
as mass flow rate and mean velocity/turbulence data on the hole outlet sections. 
• Secondly, the different cavitation evolutions recorded for the three considered layouts were analyzed and 
compared each other. 
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5.1. Cylindrical, k-hole, and ks nozzle flow fields 
Figure 5-a shows the mean velocity profiles recorded at the hole outlet sections over the injection period. The 
hole layouts having a k-factor different from zero resulted characterized by the highest mean velocity value on the 
hole outlet section. It was mainly ascribed to the progressively reduction of the cross section area characterizing the 
k and ks holes respect to the cylindrical one. The flow velocity associated to the ks-hole was the higher because the 
HG process, specifically designed for it, allowed to improve the flow efficiency at hole entrance. 
About the flow velocity difference observed between the cylindrical and the k holes on the nozzle outlet sections, 
it is important to underline how it was not representative of the real difference between their maximum flow 
velocities. In fact, for the cylindrical hole the maximum flow velocity magnitude was similar to the k holes but its 
value was reached at the “vena-contracta” section just downstream the hole entrance and not on the hole outlet 
section (Figure 6). At the same time, the effective flow area characterizing the cylindrical hole at the “vena-
contracta” section was higher than the minimum flow area characterizing the k holes. 
The final result emerging from the velocity and the effective flow area trends assured the highest mass flow rate 
to the cylindrical hole (Figure 5-b). 
During the injection period, the jet turbulence level was monitored in terms of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) 
and turbulence dissipation energy (TDE) on the hole outlet sections versus the needle lift. As showed in Figure 7, by 
considering a nozzle characterized by a k-factor different from zero the turbulence level was drastically reduced. It 
was the result of the increased flow uniformity at the hole outlet section associated to the conical shape. 
From the spray point of view, the increased outlet flow velocity associated to the reduced turbulence level 
resulted for the k and ks holes in a reduction  of the primary breakup capability and in a jet penetration enhancement 
[23]. In first instance, the authors correlated the primary break-up intensity to the hole geometries by the 
experimental results proposed by Sallam et.al [24,25]. Sallam performed experimental studies on the liquid 
turbulent jets in still air by which it was possible to extract useful correlation to evaluate the expected droplet 
Arithmetic Mean Diameter (D10) and the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD). Following the Sallam correlations, on the 
basis of the fluid dynamic averaged values at the hole outlet section (needle at full open position) the D10 and the 
SMD values reported in Table 4 were found. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the vapor distribution recorded on the cylindrical and ks-hole surfaces during the injection 
process. As expected, passing from the cylindrical to the ks-hole the vapor generation along the hole axis was 
drastically reduced thanks to the tendency of the conical hole configuration to avoid the flow detachment at hole 
entrance and to promote the flow uniformity toward the hole outlet section. The reduction of the hole cavitation 
tendency recorded by the k and ks configurations helps to increase the spray stability and to reduce the cavitation 
erosion risk. On the other hand, also the reduction of the k/ks hole cavitation tendency is going toward a reduction of 
the overall turbulence level inside/outside the injector hole. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Flow mean velocity (a) and mass flow rate (b) versus the injection time at hole outlet sections. 
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(a) (b) 
Vmag [300-660]m/s 
Fig. 6. Comparison between cylindrical (a) and ks (b) velocity distributions over the hole axial section at maximum needle lift. 
 
Fig. 7. TKE and TDE average values recorded on the considered nozzle outlet sections versus the injection time. 
Table 4. D10 and SMD values extracted on the of the Sallam et.al [24,25] experimental correlations. 
 D10 [μm] SMD [μm] 
Cylindrical ~5 ~6 
k ~10.7 ~13.4 
ks ~12.8 ~16.0 
(a): 20μm - VOF [0-0.2] (b): 40μm VOF [0-0.03] 
Fig. 8. Cavitation inception point for the cylindrical (a) and the ks-hole (b) geometries. 
(a): 70μm - VOF [0-0.4] (b): 70μm VOF [0-0.1] 
Fig. 9. Cavitation inception point for the cylindrical (a) and the ks-hole (b) geometries. 
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6. Conclusions 
The main objects of the present work was the comparison of the fluid dynamic performances of three different 
Diesel nozzles: cylindrical, k hole, and ks-hole. To fulfill this goal a 3D-CFD fully transient multiphase approach 
was adopted. All the considered nozzle layouts were belonging to the same engine size. The simulation approach 
was previously validated against experimental results. 
The ks-hole geometry was experimentally characterized by the use of the WFP machine. Thanks to the WFP 
machine it was possible to carry out the ks-hole real internal shape between inlet/outlet sections. 
With respect to the cylindrical hole shape, the conical holes showed a quite evident reduction of the mass flow 
rate mainly linked to the reduction of the hole outlet section. However, thanks to the improved flow efficiency at 
inlet section, by the ks-hole geometry it was possible to limit the mass flow rate reduction observed for the k and ks 
holes. At the same time, the increased flow uniformity associated to the conical nozzle shapes on the outlet section 
resulted in a significant reduction of the flow turbulence level and therefore in a reduction of the expected primary 
breakup intensity. 
About the cavitation evolution over the nozzle hole, for the ks-hole the vapor generation was completely 
suppressed over all the injection period. It was possible thanks to the improved fluid dynamic conditions at ks-hole 
entrance guaranteed by the huge rounding edge value. 
In conclusion, the tested ks-hole guaranteed a very good fluid dynamic efficiency about the pressure-velocity 
conversion that helped to reduce the drawback effect of the conicity on the mass flow rate. At the same time, the ks-
hole geometry allowed to suppress the vapor generation over the hole length with evident advantage about the 
cavitation erosion risk reduction. However, the improved conditions in terms of flow uniformity inside the ks-hole 
produced a significant reduction of the jet primary breakup intensity. 
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